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Abstract – We present a new method of sensing the 3D visual 
environment and controlling objects within it.  The human hand is 
well suited to interrogate and manipulate objects by physical 
contact; however, the hand is limited to surfaces within its reach.  
Extending the hand’s innate ability, we mount miniature cameras on 
individual fingertips, permitting rapid sweeping through the 3D 
visual environment at greater distances. The information gleaned 
from each fingertip camera is fed back to that finger by a small 
vibrator, so the sense of touch remains related to each finger’s 
individual interaction with the environment. The muscles of the 
fingers, wrist, and arm can potentially provide motor control as fine 
as the eyes’ (and we have ten fingers instead of only two eyes) 
although the sensory resolution and total bandwidth is likely to be 
less. Metaphorically speaking, we have given eyesight to the fingers, 
and thus we call the resulting capability, “FingersightTM.” In 
addition to sensing the environment, we can remotely control 
certain identified targets with subsequent motion of the fingers. We 
can move or rotate objects on a computer screen or recognize 
inanimate objects such as a light switch, controlling environmental 
parameters with a flick of the finger. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Many devices that transfer input from the visual 
environment to another sense have been developed. For 
example, visually impaired individuals have been presented 
with a wide variety of devices that transfer to another sense at 
least some of the vision-related capabilities of normally 
sighted individuals. The primary assistive technologies 
currently used by the blind to navigate through the 
environment are essentially unchanged from those used 
twenty years ago, namely, white canes and guide dogs. [1] 
Although these two methods can facilitate the ability to travel 
safely in a wide variety of environments, neither provide the 
kind of assistance needed to straighten a picture frame on the 
wall or find a can of soup on a counter-top.       

Electronic navigation aids are finding some acceptance, 
especially laser and ultrasound canes, as well as portable 
computers with global positioning systems (GPS) and 
electronic Braille or speech interfaces. [2] Replacing the 
more general capabilities of vision to provide detailed 
information about objects in the environment has proven 
more difficult. 

Existing systems capture an image and then display that 
image on a tactile screen that can be worn on a belt, for 
example. The fingers can then be used to interrogate the 
image depicted on the tactile screen in an effort to “visualize” 
the image depicted on the screen. [3,4] Performing what 
Bach-y-Rita calls Tactile-Vision Sensory Substitution 
(TVSS), such devices have also been developed to directly 
stimulate the visual cortex and the tongue. [5] Others, such as 
the Optacon (Telesensory Corp., defunct), have been 
developed specifically for reading the printed page. [6] These 
all preserve a predetermined map between the image captured 
by a camera and a spatially fixed grid of sensory stimulators.  

There are also a number of related technologies that 
monitor hand, eye, and body motion from a fixed camera or 
sensor array to interpret gestures, commands, gaze direction, 
e.g. [7]. These are generally not worn by the operator and 
thus only operate within a limited space, focusing on the 
motions of the operator hmself rather than his interrogation of 
whatever environment he happens to be in. 

A number of devices have been developed to 
communicate haptic feedback to the hand from virtual 
environments, such as the CyberTouchTM Glove (Immersion 
Corp., San Jose, CA), which uses optical tracking of each 
finger to determine when vibratory stimulators on that finger 
should be activated.  These devices aim to simulate tactile 
exploration of virtual objects.  

There exists a need, however, for a device that allows 
active interrogation and sensing of the actual 3D visual 
environment surrounding the operator while moving through 
daily life.  There also exists a need for a device that not only 
allows the user to sense the environment but also provides 
control of specific aspects of the environment that are sensed 
by the device. These abilities to interrogate and control the 
environment should not necessarily be limited to a specific, 
predetermined environment. 

Our original goal was to serve the population who are 
visually impaired, and to do so we looked for a sensory 
channel to substitute for vision. The main candidates for such 
a substitute sensory channel are touch and hearing. Although 
hearing offers a potentially higher bandwidth, it is crucial not 
to impede its existing use, which can be acutely well 
developed by those who lack normal vision, providing 
essential acoustic cues about the environment. [8] As for 
touch, the hands offer the greatest versatility and sensitivity, 



but still we must not completely usurp their use, since they 
are essential for so many tasks in daily living.   

We introduce here a concept we call Fingersight™, which 
may be embodied in a number of ways to provide a variety of 
different sensing and control devices for use as surrogates for 
vision and direct manipulation. Since the implementations 
presented here represent a very early stage of development, 
this paper is meant simply to explain the underlying concept 
and explore possible directions for its evolution.  

There are two major components to the concept, relating 
respectively to sensing and controlling the environment. 
These are addressed sequentially in the following two 
sections. As already mentioned, the sensory component was 
originally designed to assist the visually impaired. The 
introduction of control into Fingersight has expanded the 
potential target population to the general public, who could 
make use of it as an intuitive and possibly even enjoyable 
new form of remote control. 

 

II. FINGERTIP SENSING OF THE VISUAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

The sensing portion of Fingersight involves perceiving the 
world in a fundamentally new way. Each finger interrogates 
an individual region of the visual environment, and may 
identify some particular feature or object.  Each finger has, in 
the parlance of visual perception, its own receptive field.  
Motion of the finger, hand, and arm replace motion of the eye 
and head in eyesight, controlling that finger’s individual field 
of view. A miniature video camera, mounted on the dorsal 
aspect (top or nail side) of a particular finger provides an 
image for real time analysis, which is used to identify the 
particular feature or object. This may be an elementary 
feature as basic as a properly oriented edge, or an object as 
complex as a particular person’s face. We use the dorsal 
aspect of the finger to mount the camera so as to minimize 
interference with normal use of the hand. The output of the 
image analysis is used to control haptic stimulation of that 
finger, so that each finger “feels” what has been identified in 
the receptive field of that finger. 

We implemented a previous version of Fingersight before 
the recent advent of inexpensive miniature cameras. [9] As 
shown in Figure 1, it uses a small laser attached to the finger 
and suspended by a spring in such a way that the laser can be 
made to vibrate vertically by a solenoid (consisting of an 
electromagnetic coil and small permanent magnets). Light 
from the laser (modulated at 40 KHz) is reflected from 
objects in the environment and detected by a phototransistor. 
The strength of the reflection is determined by the distance, 
reflectance, orientation, and color of the object. By 
amplifying the received signal and using it to power the 
solenoid, and thus to change the orientation of the laser, it is 
possible to create regenerative feedback, much in the same 
way that a microphone will “feed back” when placed too 
close to the speaker of an audio amplifier. 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Fingertip-mounted vibrating laser for sensing visual edges through 
regenerative feedback.  

Moving the laser across an optical edge (e.g., at the 
boundary of an object or an abrupt change in its color) causes 
a change in the amount of reflected laser light. This change, 
when amplified and fed back to the solenoid, results in 
oscillatory motion of the laser. This oscillation is felt by the 
fingertip when a properly oriented edge has been located in 
the visual environment. The use of several such devices on 
different fingers providing oriented edge detection could 
permit the ability to discriminate a table top from a doorway, 
or the edge of a sidewalk, for example. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental prototype showing camera mounted on distal 
phalanx and cell phone vibrator mounted on medial phalanx of the 

index finger. 

More recently, we have attached a very small and 
inexpensive video camera (made available by the cell phone 
industry) to the finger as shown in Fig. 2. The advantage of 
the camera is that we can identify not just edges, but also a 
wide variety of features and objects, using one of many 
algorithms available from the field of computer vision. Thus 



the operator could “feel” at a distance a particular doorknob 
or coffee mug, or even identify a particular person in a 
crowd.  Multiple fingers could quickly locate a number of 
different objects or people with a sweep of the hand. Our 
present model uses a miniature cell phone vibrator (Fig. 2) to 
provide tactile stimulation. The vibrator is attached more 
proximally on the finger to avoid undue disturbance of the 
video image. 

III. FINGERTIP CONTROL OF IDENTIFIED TARGETS 

With the evolution of Fingersight came an additional idea 
that once a target has been located, control of the 
environment could be accomplished by subsequent motion of 
the finger. Thus, a light switch could be identified in the 
camera image, as communicated to the operator by vibration 
of the finger, and subsequent vertical motion of the finger 
(detected by image motion) could then turn the light on and 
off. We have implemented a number of such systems to 
demonstrate the concept. In the first (see Fig. 3), the location 
of a small white square on a screen is controlled by motion of 
the finger. The algorithm detects the square in the field of 
view of the camera, moving it on the screen to keep it 
constantly in the center of the camera image, and providing 
haptic feedback whenever the tracking system has locked 
onto the target.  Except for the haptic feedback to the 
individual fingertip, this is similar to a system described by 
Silber. [10] 

A variation on this system constrains the square to move 
along a straight line, simulating the action of a slide pot under 
the operator’s remote control. A further variation uses a small 
white triangle to simulate a knob, whose orientation is 
determined using standard computer vision techniques and 
subsequently controlled by rotation of the finger.  

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Clearly, such systems are not limited to actively controlled 
graphical objects on a screen, but could identify inanimate 
objects such as the abovementioned light switch or doorknob. 
In such cases, remote control could still be achieved by 
motion of the finger once the target had been identified, using 
a separate control channel to turn on the light or open the 
door.  

Furthermore, by analyzing the foreshortening and scale of 
certain objects, it should be possible to determine one’s 
location relative to them. Thus particular graphical shapes 
mounted at known locations could provide the user with 
navigational cues. For example, a specially designed 
geometrical figure attached to the refrigerator door could 
provide the operator with information regarding his relative 
distance and orientation to the refrigerator. 

For haptic stimulation, we are currently using miniature 
vibrators commonly used in cell phones, which operate by 
having a small motor spin an off-axis weight. This design is 
more efficient at producing vibration than miniature speakers, 
which do not store significant energy in their reciprocating 

motion. However, cell phone vibrators do not allow 
independent control of amplitude and frequency, since a 
single DC voltage controls both parameters. Many other 
forms of haptic stimulation could be used, and this is an 
active field of development by many researchers. The 
prospect of multiple channels of information to each finger 
broadens the types of image analysis that could be used in our 
system. 

 

 

Fig.3. Fingertip-mounted camera controlling the location of a small 
square target on a screen (miniature vibrator not shown). 

We are just at the very beginning stages of exploring the 
possibilities of Fingersight. As opposed to previous methods 
of visual-tactile substitution, our system does not depend 
upon a fixed spatial map between the image and the sensory 
stimulators.  Rather, we use each individual finger to explore 
what amounts to its own receptive field in the visual 
environment.  Besides offering a potentially useful tool for 
the visually impaired, Fingersight presents an intriguing 
apparatus for the general public, potentially well suited to the 
entertainment industry. It also opens up a new realm for 
psychophysical study of the use of touch in the sensing and 
control of the visual environment. Human vision offers a rich 
trove of abilities that may be transferable to this new method 
of sensing the visual environment. 

We have submitted a patent application on Fingersight.  
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